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Abstract. In this paper, we explore several statistical methods to find solutions 

to the problem of query translation ambiguity. Indeed, we propose and compare 

a new possibilistic approach for query translation derived from a probabilistic 

one, by applying a classical probability-possibility transformation of probability 

distributions, which introduces a certain tolerance in the selection of word 

translations. Finally, the best words are selected based on a similarity measure. 

The experiments are performed on CLEF-2003 French-English CLIR collec-

tion, which allowed us to test the effectiveness of the possibilistic approach. 

Keywords: Cross-Language Information Retrieval (CLIR), Query Translation, 

Possibilistic Approach. 

1 Introduction 

With the huge expansion of documents in several languages on the Web and the 

increasing desire of non-native speakers of the English language to be able to retrieve 

documents in their own languages, the need for Cross-Language Information 

Retrieval (CLIR) System has become increasingly important in recent years. In fact, 

in the CLIR task, either the documents or the queries are translated. However, the 

majority of approaches focus on query translation, because document translation is 

computationally expensive. There are three main approaches to CLIR: Dictionary-

based methods, parallel or comparable corpora-based methods, and machine 

translation methods. 

The Dictionary-based methods [16][14] are the general approaches for CLIR when no 

commercial MT system with a recognized reputation is available. Several information 

retrieval systems (IRS) have used the so-called “bag-of-words” architectures, in which 

documents and queries are decayed into a set of words (or phrases) during an indexing 



 

procedure. Therefore, queries can be simply translated by replacing every query term 

with its corresponding translations existing in a bilingual term list or a bilingual 

dictionary. Nevertheless, dictionary-based methods suffer from several difficulties such 

as: i) no translation of non-existing specific words in the used dictionary; ii) the addition 

of irrelevant information caused by the intrinsically ambiguities of the dictionary; iii) the 

decreasing of the effectiveness due to the disappointment to translate multiword 

expressions. To reduce ambiguity, one may adopt a corpus-based approach.  

In corpus-based methods [17], a set of multilingual terms extracted from parallel or 

comparable corpora is exploited. Approaches based statistical/probabilistic method on 

parallel text written in multiple languages with the intention of selecting the correct 

word translation provides a good performance, but they suffer from many drawbacks. 

Firstly, the translation association created among the parallel words in the text is 

generally domain restricted, which means that accuracy decreases outside the domain. 

Secondly, parallel texts in different pairs of languages, are not always available. 

In machine translation (MT) techniques [5][13], the main aim is to analyze the 

context of the query before translating its words. In fact, syntactic and semantic 

ambiguities are the principal problems decreasing MT performance. Besides, MT-

based approaches suffer from several others limits decreasing the effectiveness of 

CLIR. Firstly, MT systems have serious difficulties to appropriately generate the 

syntactic and semantic analysis of the source text. Secondly, full linguistic analysis is 

computationally expensive, which decreases search performance. 

In fact, query translation approaches need training and matching models which 

compute the similarities (or the relevance) between words and their translations. 

Existing models for query translation in CLIR are based on poor, uncertain and 

imprecise data. While probabilistic models are unable to deal with such type of data, 

possibility theory applies naturally to this kind of problems [8]. Thus, we propose a 

possibilistic approach for query translation derived from a probabilistic one using a 

probability/possibility transformation [6]. This approach begins with a query analysis 

step, then a lexical analysis step, and finally the selection of the best translation using 

different similarity measures.  

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 details our approach which is 

experimented in section 3. In section 4, we conclude our work and give some directions 

for future research. 

2 The Proposed Approach 

We propose a new possibilistic approach for query translation in CLIR. The proposed 

approach is an extension of a probabilistic model proposed by [12] into a possibilistic 

framework, using an existing probability/possibility transformation method [6]. In this 

approach we used a greedy algorithm to choose the best translation [12]. The calcula-

tion of similarity between the terms and the cohesion of a term x with a set X of other 

terms are two essential steps before selecting the best term translation. In our case, we 

used the EMMI weighting measure [15] to estimate the probabilistic similarity be-

tween terms. Then, we extended it to a possibilistic framework (EMMI-POSS) using 
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an existing probability/possibility transformation [6]. We briefly recall in the follow-

ing this transformation and we detail the three main steps of our query translation 

process, which are summarized in figure 1. 

 

   

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1. Overview of query translation process 

Formally the similarity between the terms x and y is given by formula (1). Howev-

er, the cohesion of a term x with a set X of other words is the maximum similarity of 

this term with each term of the set, as given by formula (4). 
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Where c(x, y) is the frequency that the term x and the term y co-occur in the  

same sentences in the collection. c(x) is the number of occurrences of term x in the 

collection. 



 

2.1 Probability/Possibility Transformation 

Given the universe of discourse Ω = {ω1, ω2,…, ωn} and a probability distribution p 

on Ω, such that p(ω1) ≥ p(ω2) ≥ …≥ p(ωn), we can transform p into a possibility dis-

tribution  using the following formulas (for more detail you can see [6][7]): 
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and  p(ωn+1) = 0 by convention. (6) 

Among several transformation formulas, we have chosen this formula, because it 

satisfies both the probability/possibility consistency (i.e. Π(A) ≥ P(A)) and the prefe-

rence preservation principles (i.e. p(ωi) > p(ωj)  (ωi) > (ωj) [7]). Indeed, this 

transformation process has allowed us to increase the possibilistic scores of coexis-

tence of two terms in order to penalize the scores of terms that are weakly co-

occurring. In fact, the penalty and the increase of scores are proportional to the power 

of words to discriminate between the possible combinations of coexistence.  

Example:  Let Ω = {ω1, ω2, ω3, ω4} and a  probability distribution p on Ω such that: 

p(ω1)=0.2 ;  p(ω2)=0.5 ;  p(ω3)=0.3 ;  p(ω4)=0. So, we have: p(ω2) > p(ω3) > p(ω1) > 

p(ω4). By applying the transformation formula, we have: (ω2)=(1*0.5)+(0.3+0,2)=1; 

(ω1) = (3*0.2) + 0 = 0.6; (ω3) = (2*0.3) + 0.2 = 0.8;  (ω4) = (4*0) + 0 = 0.  

2.2 Query Analysis 

It is the first step in this approach, in which stop words are deleted from the source 

queries using a list of words considered as non-significant for source queries. Then, 

we extract the set of possible translations from a French-English dictionary generated 

using the free online dictionary Reverso
1
.  

2.3 Lexical Analysis 

The step of lemmatization aims to find the canonical form of a word, so that different 

grammatical forms or variations are considered as instances of the same word. We 

applied the process of lemmatization on the test collection and queries before their 

translations. This reduction mechanism gives better results for the following matching 

phase. 

2.4 Selection of Best Translation 

It is the main step in our approach. Indeed, selecting the best translation among sev-

eral ones existing in the bilingual dictionary is summarized as follows. The suitable 

translations of source query terms co-occur in the target language documents contrary 

to incorrect translations one. Consequently, we select for each set of the source query 

                                                           
1 http://www.reverso.net/text_translation.aspx?lang=FR 



 

terms the best translation term, which frequently co-occurs with other translation 

terms in the target language. However, it is computationally very costly to identify 

such an optimal set. For that reason, we take advantage from an approximate Greedy 

algorithm as used in [12].We briefly summarize in the following the main principle of 

this algorithm. Firstly, and using the bilingual dictionary, we select a set Ti of transla-

tion terms for each of the n source query terms {f1,…,fn}. Secondly, we compute the 

cohesion of every term in each set Ti with the other sets of translation terms. The best 

translation in each Ti has the maximum degree of cohesion. Finally, the target query 

{e1,…,en} is composed of the best terms from every translation set. 

Cohesion is based on the similarity between the terms. We transform the weighting 

measure EMMI to a possibilistic one (EMMI-POSS), which is successfully used to 

estimate similarity among terms. However, the measure EMMI-POSS does not take 

into account the distance between words. In fact, we observe that the local context is 

more important for the selection of translation. If two words appear in the same doc-

ument, but in two remote locations, it is unlikely to be strongly dependent. Therefore, 

a distance factor was added by [12] in computing word similarity.  

2.5 Illustrative Example 

Let us consider the following French source query Q: {L’Union Européenne et les 

Pays Baltes}. Indeed, we have a set of possible translations for each term in the query 

Q from the used dictionary. The term “union” has two possible translations (union, 

unity), the term “Européenne” has the unique translation (european), the term “pays” 

has two possible translations (country, land) and the term “Baltes” has the unique 

translation (Baltic). In fact, Given the source query Q, we generate the set of possible 

translations combinations from a bilingual dictionary. In this example, there are 4 

possible translation combinations (cf. table 1). The best translation is which has the 

greater possibilistic score. Table 2 and give detail of calculus.  

Table 1. Translation combinations for {L’Union Européenne et les Pays Baltes} 

 Translation Combinations 

1 union AND european AND country AND Baltic 

2 union AND european AND land AND Baltic 

3 unity AND european AND country AND Baltic 

4 unity AND european AND land AND Baltic 

 
Probability values in table 2 and 3 are very low comparing to the possibility ones. 

So, they have a poor discriminative effect in the selection of the suitable translation. 

Consequently, we risk having very close probabilistic similarity scores, in which am-

biguity translation cannot be correctly resolved.  Moreover, the selected English 

translation of the given French source query {union, européenne, pays, balte} is the 

target Enlish query {unity, european, country, baltic}. We remark here that the suita-

ble translation of the name phrase (NP) “union européenne” is not “European unity” 

but “European union”. Consequently, we mainly need to identify the NP in the source 

query and translate them before translating one-word terms. 



 

Table 2. Possibilistic similarity scores for the different pairs of words (x, y) 

Pairs of words (x, y) C(x, y) P(x, y) (x, y) SIM(x, y) 

union-european  1317  0.2642  9.3428  34.0590 

union - country 209  0.0442  4.9091  12.9894 

union - baltic  6  0.0583  5.5669  43.4782 

european - country 535  0.0894  6.6168  20.0428 

european -baltic  5  0.0485  5.1314  39.2299 

country –baltic  8  0.0872  6.5532  51.9453 

union – european  1317  0.2642  9.3428  34.0590 

union - land  1  0.0077  1.5429  2.2342 

union - baltic  6  0.0583  5.5669  43.4782 

european-land  51  0.0134  2.3534  4.7296 

european -baltic  5  0.0485  5.1314  39.2299 

land - baltic  1  0.0097  1.8719  12.3381 

unity - european  15  0.0380  4.5408  25.4750 

unity - country  10  0.0282  3.8353  20.3097 

unity -baltic  0  0.0  0.0  0.0 

european - country  535  0.0894  6.6168  20.0428 

european - baltic  5  0.0485  5.1314  39.2299 

country - baltic  8  0.0872  6.5532  51.9453 

unity -european  15  0.0380  4.5408  25.4750 

unity - land  1  0.0024  0.5520  1.6403 

unity-baltic  0  0.0  0.0  0.0 

european-land  51  0.0134  2.3534  4.7296 

european - baltic  5  0.0485  5.1314  39.2299 

land - baltic  1  0.0097  1.8719  12.3381 

Table 3. The final possibilistic score of each possible translation 

Possible translations of word x C(x) P(x) (x) Score (x) 

union  9894  0.0148  0.8499  14.0363  

unity  455  0.0006  0.1058  50.9500  

european  11121  0.0165  0.8784  119.0682  

country  13469  0.0204  0.9228  103.8907  

land  5592  0.0083  0.6653  24.6762  

baltic  108  0.0001  0.0291  186.5989  

3 Experimental Evaluation 

Our experiments are performed through our possibilistic information Retrieval Sys-

tem [10], and implemented using the platform Terrier
2
. It provides many existing 

matching models such as OKAPI and a new possibilistic matching model proposed by 

[11]. We propose and compare here our results using these two matching model in 

order to study the generic character of our approach. 

                                                      
2
 http://terrier.org/ 



 

Experiments are achieved using a subset of the collection CLEF-2003. This part 

includes articles published during 1995 in the newspaper “Glasgow Herald”. This 

collection consists of 56472 documents and 54 queries, forming 154 MB. We only 

take into account the part <title> of the test queries, because it contains several isolate 

words, which are suitable to experiment our approach. However, we plan to consider 

other part of queries such as <description> and <narrative>, in which the context is 

relevant in the translation process. To evaluate our possibilistic approach, we compare 

our results to some existing probabilistic similarity measures such as T-score (TS) [3], 

Log Likelihood Ratio (LLR) score, [9], Dice Factor (DF) [16] and Mutual Information 

(MI) [4].  

Table 4 contains statistics on two elements u and v which are in this case, the com-

ponents of an expression. O11 is the number of co-occurrences of u with v. O12 is the 

number of occurrences of u with an element other than v, etc. 

Table 4. The contingency table 

 t1 = v t1  v 

t2 = u O11 O12 

t2  u O21 O22 

We have also:  

R1 = O11 + O12 (7) 

R2 = O21 + O22 (8) 

C1 = O11 + O21 (9) 

C2 = O12 + O22 (10) 

N = R1 + R2 = C1 + C2. (11) 

We also calculate the expected frequency of collocation as follows:  

E11=(R1*C1)/N (12) 

The LLR,MI, TS and DF score are calculated as follows: 
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The proposed approach is assessed using the mean average precision (MAP) as a 

performance measure. The formula of computing the MAP is the following: 
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Where:  

Qj : The number of relevant documents for query j;  

N: The number of queries;   

P(doci): The precision at the i
th

 relevant document. 

Moreover, we compare the possibilistic approach (EMMI-POSS) both to monolin-

gual IR task and to others probabilistic similarity measures, using OKAPI and Possi-

bilistic matching models (Figure 2 and 3, respectively). In fact, we used the precision 

(Y-axe) over 11 points of recall in the X-axe (0.0, 0.1, ..., 1.0) to draw all recall-

precision curves. 

Using OKAPI (figure 2) or the possibilistic (figure 3) matching model, results in 

both figures show that the possibilistic query translation approach has the closest 

recall-precision curve to the Monolingual task, which confirm its effectiveness com-

paring to other probabilistic approaches. Indeed, the discriminative character of the 

possibilistic approach improves its ability to solve the problem of query translation 

ambiguity and consequently enhance its efficiency.  

On the other hand, the mean average precision of EMMI-POSS (0.23) is very close 

to that obtained for the Monolingual (0.24) and that obtained for TS (0.21). The LLR 

metric has the worst result (0.15). These results are also confirmed using the possibi-

listic matching model. Indeed, results in figure 3 prove that the mean average preci-

sion of EMMI-POSS (0.165) is very close to that obtained for the Monolingual (0.17). 

The LLR metric stays also the worst one with 0.104.   

 

 

Fig. 2. Recall-Precision curves of Monolingual vs. All similarity measures (OKAPI) 



 

 

Fig. 3. Recall-Precision curves of Monolingual vs. All similarity measures (Possibilistic)  

In fact our approach for CLIR has some drawbacks such us: (i) the limited cover-

age of dictionary and; (ii) The complexity of the algorithm allowing to choose the 

suitable translation among the set of the translations proposed by the dictionary. To 

overcome these limitations, we exploited the cohesion between a given query term 

and its possible translations in the training corpus and a particular similarity score 

measure to select the suitable translation of each query term. However, the results 

were mainly influenced by the specific properties of the used document collection. 

4 Conclusion 

In this paper, we presented a possibilistic query translation approach based on the 

cohesion between the translations of words. This approach is based on probabili-

ty/possibility transformation improving discrimination in the selection of suitable 

translation. Besides, this transformation did not increase the complexity such as in 

[1][2]. We have tested and compared several similarity scores to improve query trans-

lation based dictionaries in CLIR.  

The idea of applying possibility theory to query translation is identical to the use of 

probabilities in the Bayesian probability model. In fact, it is necessary to evaluate 

many parameters, a task that cannot be compatible with poor data. The problem of 

accurately estimating probability distributions for probabilistic query translation is 

important for the accurate calculation of the probability distribution of translations. 

However, due to the use of the product to combine probability values (which are fre-

quently small), the probability estimation error may have a significant effect on the 

final estimation. This contrasts with the possibility distributions which are less sensi-

tive to imprecise estimation for several reasons. Indeed, a possibility distribution  

can be considered representative of a family of probability distributions correspond-

ing to imprecise probabilities, which are more reasonable in the case of insufficient 

data (such as the case when some words do not exist in the bilingual dictionary).  



 

Furthermore, we no longer need to assume a particular form of probability distribu-

tion in this possibilistic reconciliation process.  
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